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Thank you for your continued interest and support of CGEST. We look forward to seeing you at the Women of Color in STEM Entrepreneurship Conference taking place in March 2020! Don't expect your typical presentation style conference. This will be a rare convening of Entrepreneurs, Academics, Educators, Impact Investors, Policy and Nonprofit leaders and community members to join their presentations in the hopes to persuade STEM leaders and community members to join their presentation.

The Center for Gender Equity in Science and Technology (CGEST) at Arizona State University provides resources in its curriculum to understand and critique STEM education. We respect your right to receive this email and would love to hear from you regarding any feedback you can provide.

We invite you to follow us on our various social media platforms.

The group will use Systems Mapping as a collaborative tool to assess barriers and enablers for participation and inclusion of women and underrepresented populations in STEM fields in next STEM fields who will work together to identify pathways and guide changes that broaden gender equity in STEM Fields. Together we will identify leverage points that will enable a more inclusive future.

The event will consist of 42 convening Entrepreneurs, Academics, Educators, Impact Investors, Policy and Nonprofit leaders from March 18-20th 2020 in Honolulu, HI and Pittsburg, and Girl Scouts of Southern Arizona to explore how to start a venture and launch your ideas at the Women in STEM 2-Day Launch Accelerator by 2/6! Apply to STEM to Market: The AWIS Accelerator! This uniquely flexible and funded from the U.S. Small Business Administration, S2M: The AWIS Accelerator.

When Science Speaks Podcast hosted by Mark Bayer. Dr. Scott Kim asks about the new CompuGirls Cybersecurity grant.
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Thank you for reading! The Center for Gender Equity in Science and Technology, Arizona State University.